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poetry
1

A Revision of Forward
Wendy McGrath

By turns tender and rough-hewn, and always structurally
inventive, the poems in Wendy McGrath’s new collection show
a writer reaching the height of her creative powers.
newest press newestpress.com

fiction
2

Friendly Fire
Lisa Guenther

Darby Swank’s life is forever changed when she finds her
beloved aunt floating dead in a lake. All at once, her blinders
are lifted and she sees the country lifestyle she’s always known
in a whole new way, with hidden pain, anguish, and violence.
newest press j newestpress.com
3

Meadowlark
Wendi Stewart

When her family’s car goes through the ice one cold March
day in 1962, six-year-old Rebecca Archer is the only person her
father is able to pull from the sinking vehicle. Raised by a man
paralyzed with grief, she wonders if she was saved after all.
newest press j newestpress.com
4

Tarstopping

Christine Rehder Horne
In a flash, everything changes. After a group of radical environmentalists breaks into the house of a prominent oil company
executive and holds him and his family hostage, the stage is
set for a popular movement to coalesce around the incident.
newest press j newestpress.com

graphic novels
5

Arctic Comics

Michael Kusugak, Germaine Arnaktauyok, Nicholas Burns
Edited by Alexander Finbow, Nicholas Burns
An 80-page, full-colour anthology containing tales told
at the top of the world by Northern Canadians. Includes
Kiviuq Vs Big Bee, a magical recount of an Inuit legend,
as well as On Waiting, a story by award-winning children’s
author Micheal Kusugak and illustrated by Susan Shirley.
renegade arts j renegadeartsentertainment.com

6

Shame: Trilogy

Lovern Kindzierski
Art by John Bolton, Edited by Alexander Finbow
When the purest woman on earth allows herself one selfish
wish, it is enough to conceive the most evil woman the world
has ever known. The complete Shame trilogy is now released
in a beautiful hardcover edition for the first time.
renegade arts j renegadeartsentertainment.com

non fiction &
current affairs
1

Alberta Oil and the Decline of Democracy in Canada
Edited by Meenal Shrivastava and Lorna Stefanick

If reliance on oil production undermines democratic participation
and governance in Alberta, then what does the Alberta case
suggest for the future of democracy in industrialized nations?
au press j aupress.ca
2

Familiar and Foreign
Identity in Iranian Film and Literature

Edited by Manijeh Mannani and Veronica Thompson
Iran’s revolutionary history has given rise to complex and
contested discussions of religion, patriarchy, and politics.
This collection engages with Iranian literature and film to offer
a new perspective on this country’s multi-faceted evolution.
au press j aupress.ca
3

Reading Alice Munro 1973–2013
Robert Thacker

The world’s leading Munro scholar offers a critical overview of
Alice Munro and her writing over forty years.
university of calgary press j uofcpress.com
4

Shrunk
True Cases by Forensic Psychologists and Psychiatrists

Edited by J. Thomas Dalby, Lorene Shyba, and C.D. Evans
Justice for the mentally disordered criminally accused, including
mental illness, psychopathy, stalking, sex crimes, and automatism.
dv publications dvpublications.com
5

Tough Crimes
True Cases by Top Canadian Criminal Lawyers

Edited by C.D. Evans and Lorene Shyba
A collection of thoughtful and insightful stories by twenty of
Canada’s most prominent criminal lawyers.
dv publications j dvpublications.com
6

Unsustainable Oil
Facts, Counterfacts and Fictions

Jon Gordon
Groundbreaking study of theoretical, political, and environmental
issues around the culture and ethics of petroculture.
university of alberta press j uap.ualberta.ca

cooking &gardening
7

Garden Design for the Short Season Yard
Everything You Need to Know for the Chinook & Canadian Prairie Zones

Lyndon Penner
In this accessible guide, you’ll discover the pros’ secrets:
practical ways to transform your yard using basic design principles.
brush j brusheducation.ca

biography & memoir
1

Grant Notley
The Social Conscience of Alberta, Second Edition

Howard Leeson
Biography of Grant Notley, leader of Alberta’s New Democratic
Party from 1968 to 1984, with a new introduction. Foreword by
Premier Rachel Notley.
university of alberta press j uap.ualberta.ca
2

Whose Man in Havana?
Adventures from the Far Side of Diplomacy

John W. Graham
Retired Canadian diplomat John W. Graham provides an entertaining inside look at international relations through his experience
with the Canadian foreign service and international organizations.
university of calgary press j uofcpress.com

social sciences
3

Canadian Countercultures and the Environment
Edited by Colin Coates

Those who moved “back to the land” following the turbulent
60s engaged with environmental issues in ways that have had a
long-term impact on Canadian society. Topics include activism,
midwifery, organic farming, recycling, and urban cycling.
university of calgary press j uofcpress.com
4

Memory Serves
Oratories

Lee Maracle
Edited by Smaro Kamboureli
Memory Serves gathers together the oratories of award-winning

author Lee Maracle over a twenty-year period. The lectures hold
the features and style of oratory intrinsic to the Coast Salish
people in general and the Stó:lō in particular.
newest press j newestpress.com
5

Mining and Communities in Northern Canada
History, Politics, and Memory

Edited by Arn Keeling and John Sandlos
This collection surveys the historical impacts and contemporary
politics of mineral development in Northern Canada, with a
particular focus on Aboriginal communities.
university of calgary press j uofcpress.com

history
6

The Cowboy Legend
Owen Wister’s Virginian and the Canadian-American Ranching Frontier

John Jennings
A study of the cowboy frontier is melded with an intriguing
account of Wister’s creation of the cowboy mystique.
university of calgary press j uofcpress.com

